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FOURTEENTH REPORT
by the
Tariff Negotiations Working Party

Reports received for the period 9 August to 23 August indicate that the 5 following tariff negotiations were completed in their bilateral stage bringing the total number of completed negotiations up to 27:
- Canada - Chile
- Chile - Czechoslovakia
- Chile - France
- Czechoslovakia - Lebanon/Syria
- Norway - United States

It is to be understood that the results of these negotiations are subject to any adjustment that may be required in the light of other negotiations as they are completed and are to be incorporated in the schedules to be annexed to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; further, the General Agreement, when arrived at, may be subject to approval by the authorities of the countries concerned.

During the same period the total number of negotiations reported to be nearing completion has risen to 16, as opposed to 9 in the previous period and 66 meetings of tariff negotiating groups were held, bringing the total number of meetings held up to 23 August to 656.

One more bilateral negotiation was opened during this period, Canada and the United Kingdom, bringing the total number of bilateral negotiations up to 106.